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Your AP team is the door to your entire accounting cost
center. Mistakes and issues here can snowball into additional
downstream accounting failures and end in potential fines.
Having more visibility and control over your AP system will bolster your entire compliance posture. With fewer
manual steps and late payments, easier staff training, and instant backup retrieval, your organization can pave
the way for smoother audits in the future – from Pre-Award to Contract Closeout.

Read this eBook to uncover some common AP challenges that hinder audit compliance with the 
government, along with some tips on how to correct or avoid them.
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Cumbersome, Manual Steps

No one likes manual steps. Employees hate their repetitive nature and auditors scrutinize them as
opportunities for fraud or failure. Yet compliance requires AP teams to document their policies and procedures
(P&P). Enter draconian controls and say goodbye to efficiency! Since the AP process requires us to digitize,
allocate, approve, pay, and store each invoice – then stack these processes against thousands of invoices
handled each month – it can get complex. Fortunately, there’s another way to gather AP data: through a
simple, dynamic, and well-planned AP system.

With automation in the picture, your AP team can build controls and compliance best practices right in. Fully
integrated platforms can then give your staff a single point of interaction for your invoices, making it much
easier to stay on top of those thousands of transactions that were once sitting on employees’ desks. And the
best part is, these manual, paper processes are nearly eliminated while a complete audit record is maintained
for the inevitable scrutiny. Plus, P&Ps are simple to maintain because they live inside a system with limited
integrations – from invoice arrival to vendor payment.



Poor User Experience & Training 

Every process has users and every user has an experience. The better the user‘s experience is, the more likely
they‘ll get it right the first time. Automated invoice applications come in a variety of user interfaces, each
housing an experience that takes users a period of time to learn the individual ropes. Historically, this meant
boring trainings, floor checks, and continuous control revisions. But if training adoption is low, then P&Ps are
useless. For example, consider:

• Would it be easier for your people to comply if your AP system was intuitive? 
• What if the controls were built into the system itself? 
• What if training was delivered inside that system?

You don‘t hire an AP clerk because they are great at learning the screens and steps. You hire them to get
the right costs to the right place and in the right period. But what if they had more time to think about these 
costs critically to improve the business? Instead of shuffling papers, your AP team could be focusing more on 
nurturing vendor relationships, increasing transparency to stay on top of spend, and maximizing cash flow to 
create efficiencies for the long run.
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Costly Storage for Compliance

Vendor invoices are more than just requests for payment. They backup the very invoices you send to the 
government as proof of incurred costs. This makes storing and retrieving invoices a pretty big deal, especially 
when the DCAA comes knocking. But how much does storing an invoice really cost? Traditionally, hard copies 
went to secure storage facilities and scanned PDFs went into a document storage system – both requiring you 
to pay a monthly fee (which often increases as you grow). But as a federal contractor, and the recent years of the 
DCAA audit backlog still fresh in our collective memory, you must maintain copies for a minimum of four years 
with many firms choosing to keep them for seven years or longer. This makes storage costly to maintain. 

No matter what system(s) you use today, you are essentially paying a certain amount to process each invoice. 
Why shouldn’t this cost be simple and include storage at no extra cost? Why not have the system’s audit trail
make pulling the backup as simple as a click or two? It should be easy for auditors to trace and view transaction
samples. Simplicity inspires confidence; confidence that your controls do what they are there to determine.
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Late Payments & Subcontractor Penalties

You bear the legal responsibility for paying your subcontractors accurately and in a timely manner. This
can be very difficult to do with either a poorly integrated system or paper process. Where is that invoice?
Did we lose it, or did they forget to send it? Which check run was the payment included in? If these inquiries
are sounding familiar it’s because these are the kinds of operational questions that frequently fray an
otherwise brilliant working relationship. The thing is: it’s totally avoidable.

Your subcontractors’ time is important. Why not offer them a positive user experience where they can
check the status of their own invoices and payments? That would reduce the number of calls you get from
those subcontractors asking about status updates in the first place. Think about what your AP staff could
do if they didn’t have to manage those calls or emails every day.
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How SAP Concur Can Help 

Choosing the right AP system can feel overwhelming. With Concur® Invoice, you can free your financial 
teams to focus on more strategic tasks by automating the AP process from capture to payment. Our 
solution not only eliminates piles of paper, but also drastically reduces invoice-processing time, and – 
because it integrates invoices with T&E payments in a single system – allows you to gain access to a single 
dashboard so your finance teams can manage all of your spending. You will have more actionable insights 
into your organization’s spend before, during, and after it occurs to help you identify better opportunities 
for managing your budget. Plus, Concur Invoice integrates with payment providers, creating a simple 
and secure platform for a streamlined user experience. As a result, you can cash-in more vendor rebates, 
optimize cash flow, and outsource your payment process – efficiently and easily. If you think SAP® Concur® 
solutions could be a good fit for your finance team, we would love to speak with you and learn a bit more 
about your vision. To learn more about our AP automation solutions, click here.
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Schedule a conversation today by emailing SAP_ADGsolutions@sap.com or by visiting our solutions for aerospace, 
defense, and government contracting webpage. One of our ADG specialists will reach out immediately to setup a call. 

https://www.concur.com/newsroom/video/automate-invoice-payments-aerospace-defense-government-contracting
mailto:SAP_ADGsolutions%40sap.com?subject=AP%20Automation%20for%20Government%20Contracting
https://www.concur.com/en-us/government-contractor-solutions
https://www.concur.com/en-us/government-contractor-solutions
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ABOUT SAP CONCUR
SAP Concur solutions take organizations of all sizes and stages beyond automation 
to a completely connected spend management solution encompassing travel, 
expense, invoice, compliance, and risk. For more than 20 years, these leading, 
innovative solutions have kept customers a step ahead by delivering time-saving 
tools, connected spending data and a dynamic ecosystem of diverse partners and 
apps. User friendly and business-ready, SAP Concur solutions unlock powerful 
insights that help businesses reduce complexity and see spending clearly, so they 
can manage it proactively. Learn more at concur.com or the SAP Concur blog.
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